COMPO-DISC® & DIAMOND FINISHING STRIPS

HAND-HELD DIAMOND FINISHING INSTRUMENTS
Use Compo-Disc® diamond discs to open proximal contacts and for contouring. Diamond Finishing Strips are ideal for smoothing and finishing all proximal restorations and veneer margins.

Compo-Disc® ORDER NUMBER: CECSTFTP106
• Thin • Edge and face-cutting
• Single-sided • Patented holder design

Diamond Finishing Strips 200T2
ASSORTED PACK ORDER NUMBER: CERPOTSP200
For Orthodontic Reproximation
Use the Diamond Finishing Strips 200T2 diamond strip for interproximal enamel reduction.
• Flexible, double sided
• 60 micron diamond
• Safe center
• Fast and smooth cutting
• Sterilizable
• Ultrasonic compatible

ORDER NUMBER WIDTHS THINNESS COLOR GRIT
100T 2.5 MM (0.10 IN) 0.15 MM (0.006 IN) BLUE 60µ
150T 3.75 MM (0.15 IN) 0.15 MM (0.006 IN) BLUE 60µ
100F 2.5 MM (0.10 IN) 0.127 MM (0.005 IN) RED 45µ
150F 3.75 MM (0.15 IN) 0.127 MM (0.005 IN) RED 45µ
100UF 2.5 MM (0.10 IN) 0.1 MM (0.004 IN) YELLOW 20µ
150UF 3.75 MM (0.15 IN) 0.1 MM (0.004 IN) YELLOW 20µ

Diamond Finishing Strips ASSORTED PACK ORDER NUMBER: CECS0087
• Color Coded
• Flexible
• Safe-sided
• No diamond stripping or peeling
• Sterilizable

CADIZ® Hand-Held Diamond Finishing Instruments

ORDER NUMBER: CECSTFTP106

Diamond Finishing Strips 200T2 - Pkg. of 2 strips

Diamond Finishing Strips - Pkg. of 6 or 12 Assorted Strips (Also available in individual pkgs of 6 or 12 for each strip)

Diamond Finishing Strips 200T2 - Pkg. of 5
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